CPG Webinar – Resources Handout

Disruption, Agility, and Change – oh my!

OBJECTIVES

 Clarify current words and ideas about change
 Examine the relevance and impact of disruption, agility and change
 Identify approaches to deal with change as an individual and as a leader

DEFINITIONS



(merriam-webster.com)

CHANGE
transitive verb:

intransitive verb:

-- to make different in some particular way: ALTER
-- to make radically different: TRANSFORM
-- to give a different position, course, or direction to

-- to become different
-- to undergo transformation,
transition, or substitution



DISRUPT verb: -- to break apart; to throw into disorder; to interrupt normal course or unity of
Disruption -- the act or process of disrupting something; a break or interruption in the normal
course or continuation of some activity, process, etc.
Synonyms: break, disintegrate, fracture, fragment, disturb, disarray, dislocate, upset



AGILE adjective: -- marked by ready ability to move with quick easy grace; an agile dancer
-- having a quick resourceful and adaptable character; an agile mind
Agility -- the quality or state of being agile. Synonyms: deftness, dexterity, nimbleness, spryness



REVOLUTION noun: -- a sudden, radical, or complete change; -- a fundamental change in the
way of thinking about/visualizing something: change of paradigm
revolutionary: -- bringing about a major or fundamental change: a revolutionary new product
-- a changeover in use or preference especially in technology: the computer revolution

CHANGE CONTINUUM (a simplified way to look at types of, and approaches to, Change)

CHANGE
APPROACH

CHANGE TYPE

Agile
Iterative

Sustaining

Disruption

Revolution

Incremental
Sequential
Linear

Transformation
Bonnie Mezger
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DISRUPTION

AGILE

Source:1 “The theory of disruptive innovation,
introduced in 1995 by Clay Christensen: a powerful
way of thinking about innovation-driven growth
…Despite broad dissemination, the theory’s core
concepts have been widely misunderstood and
frequently misapplied… Disruption theory does not
(never will) explain everything about innovation
specifically or business success generally.”

Source 8: Agile project management is an iterative,
incremental process and approach for guiding the
design and build of projects in a highly flexible,
interactive manner. It focuses on maximizing
customer value and fostering team engagement…
Agile itself has been around for nearly 2 decades—
if we consider the Agile Manifesto as the beginning
of Agile in the software development industry.

The Basic Idea of Disruption Theory:
“Disruption describes a process whereby a smaller
company (entrant) with fewer resources is able to
successfully challenge established incumbent
businesses. Incumbents, chasing higher profitability
in more-demanding segments, tend not to respond
vigorously. Entrants then move upmarket, [and]
deliver the performance that incumbents’ mainstream customers require, while preserving the
advantages that drove their early success. When
mainstream customers start adopting the entrants’
offerings in volume, disruption has occurred.”
…Disruptive innovations, are initially considered
inferior by most of an incumbent’s customers.
Smart disrupters improve their products and drive
upmarket.

Source 9: Agile is a project management approach
that works by [dividing] projects into short,
iterative cycles called “sprints”.
At its core, Agile is based on the assumption that
circumstances change as a project develops… The
need for change management is arguably increased
in Agile because of its iterative nature, the amount
of churn created, and consequently, its impact on
climate and readiness.

Examples: Netflix vs. Blockbuster
Discount Stores vs. Established department stores

4. Ensuring Agile experts were involved

Source 10: The four top contributors to
successful transformation to Agile
1. Ensuring strong executive sponsorship
2. Communicating effectively
3. Training on Agile

Source 18: Zenger Folkman webinar: 4 Fundamental Behaviors that Enable Agility
1. Listen & Learn – the extent to which you are
open to listening, learning, and respecting opinions
[and viewpoints] of others.
Ways to develop yourself: --ask for /act on feedback
--give honest feedback --consideration for others
--ask someone to be an observer /give you feedback

2. Self-Honesty – the extent to which you are honest
with yourself /take action to improve. Demonstrate
follow-through on personal development; clearly
outline what is a priority and communicates that
commitment; do everything possible to achieve
personal goals.
Ways to develop yourself: --set clear focus, direction,
and priorities --follow through --go above & beyond -build more positive relationships with others
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3. Be Optimistic – extent that you are optimistic
you can improve. Have growth mindset vs. a fixed
mindset; adopt clear vision of strategy/goals; look
for new, different ways to succeed.
Ways to develop yourself: --set high standards; be
willing to take on challenges --focus on long view
--develop others --innovate and collaborate

4. Stretch Yourself – the extent to which you are
willing to stretch yourself outside comfort zone or
beyond what you think is possible; high expectations of self and others; willing to do hard work to
achieve results; understand that change is necessary
for progress. Ways to develop yourself: --recognize
the need to stretch --ask others to stretch --look for
inspiration/energy --determination & grit
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Top Obstacles to Change:
Ineffective change management sponsorship.
Resistance to change from employees.
Insufficient change management resources.
Division between project management and
change management.
Middle-management resistance.

Source: Prosci







Source 25: Ten common causes of resistance are:
1--Loss of control
2--Excess uncertainty
3--Loss of face
4--Sudden surprises
5--Everything seems different
6--Concerns about competence
7--More workload
8--Ripple effects
9--Past resentments 10--When the threat is real

Source 15: 3 Steps to Manage Change Better:
1. Stop relying on good intentions. Realize that

Source 12: Spend time explaining the changes
and why they are important:

change involves more obstacles than you thought.

 Inspire people: present compelling future vision.

2. Start thinking about continuous change, not just
single change. This is your /others’ reality. People

 Keep people informed /regular communications.

experience all of the changes together.

3. Quit assuming you are prepared to succeed.
Get data to assess readiness and rather than rely
strictly on a gut feeling.

Source 14: VUCA: Volatility, Uncertainty,
Complexity, Ambiguity – a term with military origins;
now often used to describe the difficult, uncertain
environment many organizations face.
An alternative term to consider – RUPT:

Rapid Unpredictable Paradoxical Tangled
3 specific approaches [to deal with RUPT]:
1. Nurturing and practicing learning agility
2. Developing leadership across divides
3. Leveraging polarities inherent in complex
challenges

Source 17: As a leader… you face complex,
continuous change, [so consider these aspects]:
 Discovering: stepping back, scanning, visioning
Deciding: diagnosing, focusing, prioritizing,
scoping and designing
 Doing: communicating, engaging, piloting, and
implementing
 Discerning: aligning, integrating, assessing,
adjusting

 Empower managers to lead through change.
 Find creative ways to involve employees.

Source 26: The VUCA Manager:
Vision – ability to see through the chaos to have a clear
vision for their organizations.
Understanding – in-depth understanding of the
organization’s capabilities and strategies; engaging
directly with their customers and employees
Courage – to step up to these challenges and make
audacious decisions that embody risks and often go
against the grain.
Adaptability – flexible in adapting to this rapidly
changing environment; without altering strategic course;
need multiple contingency plans

Source 16: You need to disrupt your leadership by:



Source 24: To become change leaders:
 Don’t underestimate bandwidth required for
change.
 Remember that effective communication involves
“listening” not just “telling.”
 Recognize that change won’t happen at the same
time or speed for everyone.
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Rethinking Roles



Adopting New Identities



Creating New Meanings

Leaders who create a unifying vision across all 3
dimensions of meaning (personal, organizational,
and societal) can drive extraordinary success for
their companies.
Source 22:
3 strategies to keep the change on track:


Identify and celebrate early successes



Create cultural Experiences that support vision



Leverage emotional intelligence and increase
situational awareness
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EXERCISES
1. Describe some of the changes you have experienced, either at work or personally.


Were they incremental, sustaining, transformational, disruptive, revolutionary, or another descriptor?



Over time, what impact did the changes have on you? On other people around you?



What are your thoughts about the changes now, as you look back on them?

2. What Change Management model/methods are you most familiar with? How effective has it been for you?


Considering the ideas presented in this webinar, which ones could help you (your organization) the most
with your current (or future) change efforts?



How might you integrate any new ideas into your process? Who else would benefit from these?

3. Think about the 4 behaviors associated with “Agility”.


Which behavior(s) are you already strong/good at? How can you enhance those even more?



Which behavior(s) would you like to improve? What can you do to get started? When will you begin?
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